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I. DVrR.ODUCTION 

The design of many types of neutron detectors dependa' upon such factors 

as the neutron energy of interest, the detection efficiency, and the speed of 

response.' Mazy types of organic 'and inorganic sciritiflators can be found'for 

various neutron counting appticationa. 2  However.. for neutron energies 

greater than about 1 Mev., the scintiliation counler oilers a relatively simple. 

effc1ent, and fast detector. One of the principal,  problems edating in the USC of 

such a counter for the detection of proton recoils is the determination of its do.. 

tection efficiency. 	 . 

The efficiency of plaettc scintillatora for counting neutrons has been studied 

by many workers for neutron energies below 14 Mev and for scintiliator thick-

nesees of the order of 5 cm.4 to ' Here we report on the. efficiency.of plastic 

'sciutillator b1oks 15 cm thick., used for counting neutrons in the energy range 

of 4 to 76 Mev. The plastic scintillater ía ' 97% polystyrene, 3 %terphenyl. 

and 0.0310 tetraphenyl butadiene. This composition has about equal numbers of 

hydrogen and carbon atoms.  

This efficiency measurement waaneceeaary for our study of the reaction 

+ 	+ir+ n. The apparatus used to observe this process consisted of'a 

spherical array of 84 scintillation counters covering ii sterad.iane at a 5 ft radius. 

The plastic scintiflator for each of these couters was 15 cm thick, and varied 

in the other dimensions from 2Oby '10 cm to 20 by 80 cm. Since time-offlight 
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was used to distinguish the neutron from the pion in the above process, it was 

necessary to determine the time distribution of phototube pulses from neutrons 

of a given energy as well as to determine their detection efficiency. 

Below 10 Mev and for plastic acintiliators up to 5 cm thtck calculated 

57 
neutron efficiencies are in agreement with those experimentally determined.4' 

' 

One can obtain fair agreement by considering only single n-p coUisions while 

ignoring the carbon content of the scintillator. However, at energies greater 

than 10 May the neutron Interactions with carbon become important. 

Our method of measuring the neutron efficiency utilized the neutron beam. 

from the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 184-inch cyclotron. The neutrons 

impinged on a hydrogen target. A proton-range . telescope selected the forward-

scattered protons from the n-p reaction, thus monitoring the number of mono-

energetic neutrons scattered in a given dlrect4on. 

IL EXPZB.IMENTAL ARRANGZMNT 

The experimental setup outside of the cyclotron shielding is shown in 

FIg. 1. Nntrons were stripped from 450-May deuterone incident on a copper 

target within the cyclotron. At a distance of 30 it from the cyclotron, the 

neutrons passed through a steel collimator 1-1/ In. high by 11/4 in. wide 

by 5 it long. The liquid-hydrogen target was positioned beyond the collimator. 

A sweeping magnet was stationed between the collimator and the hydrogen target 

to remov charged particles 1r.the;ea 1*. 

The position and size of the neutron beam was checked by placing a hydro-

genous material immediately in £oxt of an xray film at the hydrogen-target 

position. The film verified that the neutron-beam position and size were de-

termined by the positIon and dimensions of the collimator. 

Liquid hydrogen was contained In a 4-in. ..dtam Mylar container with 0.007 in. 

walls. The outer vacuum jacket of the target was an aluminum sphere of 1/8 in. 
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thickness except for the entrance and exit wIndows which were also 0.007 in. 

Mylar. The whole target apparatus was mounted on rails so that the target 

could be temporarily moved aside. A transit could then be placed at the position 

normally occupied by the target in order to accurately determine the scattering 

angle of the proton (Os) and of the neutron ()• 

The proton& range telescope was forrEtedby the scintillation counters 

S. S3 , and S4  together with the copper absorbers A 1  ndA2 . The S2  counter 

was geometrically defining it was if in high by 3/ In wide and located 103 m 

from the center of the hydrogen target. Protons passing through the small 

solid angle subtended by counter 8 insured that the_ conjugate neutrons were 

emitted within a small cone that could be totally interàepted by the neutron 

counter to be calibrated. 

A diffe rential- range curve was taken with the proton telescope (O,) set near 

0 deg. A range bite of 2 .08-g/crn2  copper (formed by absorber ;A 2  and part of 

counter 8 3) was used to give a email spread in energy to the scattered neutrons, 

in conjunction with a reasonable counting rate. The abaozer was varied at A 1  

for the range curve. The mean energy of the neutron beam was found to be 

205± 6 Mev at 
O p 

= 30 deg and 205±3 Mevat 0 '= 5 deg. The maximum spread In 

energy of the scattered neutrons-obtained by folding in the geometrical effects 

due to beam, hydrogen targets and counter dimensions-was k 12 Mev.at 

T = 6.8 Mev, and ± 5 Mev at T n =46 Mev.. 

For the above incident-neutron energy, the neutron counter was placed at 

an angle b (See Fig. 1) at which the energy of the scattered neutron coincided 

with that desired for the efficiency measurement. The proton telescope was then 

moved to the appropriate conjugate angle V determined by the kinematics of n-p 

scattering for this energy. The appropriate change in the absorber A1  was made 

for each of the neutron energies measured. 
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A simplified diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 2. A coincidence 

Of 5 1  S S2 9 63  with S4  in anticoincidence signals a proton of the desired energy. 

The output of this circuit then opens the gate G 1 aLt a time 16 neec after the beam 

neutron entered the H2  target. Thue only neutrons from approximately 76 . Mev 

to 4 Mev can normally pass through G 1 , irhichwas 40 nsec wide. If Liteutron 

in this range was detected by the neutron counter,!lts  signal went through gate 

G 1 # alter which it opened gate G to let the original stopping-proton signal through. 

For neutron energies such that the neutron pulsea were near the ends of G l e 

measurements were also made with C 1  position shifted relative to the signal in 

order to accept any signald which might jitter outside of the gate.. The stopping-

proton eignal was the time reference. ROth slgnalé then proceeded to a chroüo.* 

tron8  where their time difference was measured. Appropriate delays for gate 

openings of C 1  and C2 . and for the chronotron inputa were predetermined by means. 

of nanosecond light pulsers9  installed in each of the counters. The results of 

this procedure were corroborated by subsequent actual measurements of the 

time of arrival of given-energy neutrons. 	 . 

A diagram showing the geometry of one of the neutron counters ued is 

shown in.Fig. 3. This was one of the lager bLocks tested. The scintillator is 

covered with approximately 1/32 in. -thick shiny electró-poiished aluminum 

(trade name Aizak). The light guide coupling the acintillator to the. photomultilier 

(RCA 7046) is also#rrtade of Alzak. 	 . . . 

As shown in Fig. 2. the output of the neutron-counter photomultiplier tube 

proceeds to a tunnel-diode discriminator described elsewhere. 1°  The level of 

the discriminator—in conjunction with the high voltage on the photomultiplier-

determined the bias for the counter. In order to be biased for prOtons of approx-

imately 4 Mev, we demanded that the counter be able to detect RI 20 ¶'o of the 

1.28-Mev y-rays from a Na22  source. This source was then used to calibrate other 

Counters. 

I 
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To Insure that the neutron counter was geometrically Intercepting the 

neutron flux determined by the conjugate proton in the proton telescope, the 

neutron counter was moved both horizontally and vertically in the plane per-

pendicular to the direction of the scattered neutrons until a loss in neutron flux 

resulted. For 6 > 15 deg. we found that the neutron counter intercepted all 
P. 

neutrons at a distance of 5 ft from the hydrogen target. For 6 < 15 deg (hence 

neutron energies less than 15 Mev). the neutron counter was moved closer to the 

hydrogen target for the absolute efficiency measurement. These experimentally 

determined angular spreads of the scattered neutrons were In agreement with 

re ults calculated from the geometry of our apparatus. - 

The counting rate In the proton telescope varied as a function of angle. The 

average counting rate in the telescope was 05 
1 count/seC with a range bite of 

2.08..g/cm2  copper in the proton telescope, and the solid angle determined by .  

counterS2 . 	 - 

M. RESULTS 

The neutron efficiency for ou .ecintillator is shown in Fig. 4 for the energy ,  

region 4.4 to 76 Mev. For these results the measured effects of the target 

container and of accidental events have been subtracted. The resulting errors 

are statistical. Most of the measurements were made with plastic icntiUatOr 

A which was 15 cm thick, 20 am high, and 60 cm wide. Three poluta are In-

cluded with scintillator B. whose corresponding d1menèionswere 15 by 20 by 

20 cm. As seen In the Figure. A and B give the same reault. 

The curve shown In Fig 4 is the ca1cu1atd efficiency, considering only 

single n-p co11iiona and using the n-p cross eactions of Flughes and Harvey. 

A proton bias of 4 Mev was used inthé calculaion. The trend of our measured 

efficIency seems to indicate a bias between 3 irid 4Mev.* as originally anticlpatad 

As mentioned earlier the effect of the carbon in the scintillator is not important 

below 10 Mev. Above 10 Mev its óffect can be noted by the departure of our 

experimental points from the calculated n-p eific1ency.  
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It is of interest to compare the results with those of Grassier and 

Teach. 4  They obtained 14-Mev. neutrons from the reaction'T(d.n)He4. and 

scattered them on a CHI target.. Neutron efficiencies were then measured 

below 14 Mev in a 5-cmthick plastic sclntillator. Their results are.sbown 

in Fig. 4 for a 3.5.Mev bias. The two ae of data have very nearly the same 

shape and bias, but differ in magnitu4e by approximately a factor of 3, which 

is thëratio of the thickne 	àficintIUators used. 

In FIg.. 5 the distribution of neutron counter pulse a in time Is shown for 

two neutron energies. The average flight path for the neutrons was 525 ft. 

The calculated time of flight for the mean energies Indicated is shown by the 

arrows. The spread in time of the  pulses  is due to such effects as energy 

spread of the scattered neutrons, thickessfhefleutrOfl counters and electronic 

spread from the photàtube and discriminator due to light signals of varying 

levels In the acintillator. The integrated histograms of Fig 5 yield the 

efficiencies given in Fig. 4. 
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